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Abstract In this paper we propose a novel local feature descriptor based on en-

ergy information for human activity recognition. Instead of detecting spatio-

temporal interest points, we combine the kinetic energy, gesture potential ener-

gy of 3D skeleton joints and others as a feature matrix. The semantic features 

are obtained by the Bag of Word (BOW) based on k-means clustering. These 

features conform to not only kinematics and biology of human action, but also 

the natural visual saliency for action recognition. During the activity recogni-

tion, we first present a temporal segmentation method based on kinetic features 

of human skeleton to cut the long videos into the sub-action segments. Then the 

sub-action units are iteratively incorporated in the meaningful groups by con-

sidering similarity of feature information. Finally, SVM based on kernel func-

tion is used to carry out human activity recognition. The experimental results 

show that our approach outperforms several state-of-the-art algorithms based on 

our proposed low dimensional features of energy information. 
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1 Introduction 

Human activity recognition plays an extremely important role in many applica-

tions, such as in intelligent furniture, service robot, and intelligent surveillance. In 

recent decades, human activity recognition based on vision has become one of the 

most popular research topics and made great progress. Especially, there are many 

works of human behavior recognition based on 2D video 
[1, 2, 3]

. However, due to 

the limitations of 2D video, light changes, occlusion, background changes and 

other factors often greatly degenerate recognition accuracy in the actual applica-

tion. Because of the affordable depth image devices, image segmentation and 

object recognition become more simple and robust, therefore many researchers 

have pay more attention to it in recent years. We can conveniently and easily ac-

quire color image and depth information (RGB-D) from a 3D sensor device, such 

as Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion Pro Live. And human skeleton can be pre-

cisely extracted from this RGB-D data 
[4]

. 

Feature description or feature selection of human behavior is a key problem in 
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